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ABSTRACT
The paper addresses the relations between emotions, values and norms and argumentative debates, which makes possible to take into account the contextuality of the debates. The paper suggests that constraints and demands are mixed and that there are requirements on their articulation. Different demands and constraints make a contextual exogenous background. Before analysing attempts (mainly logical ones) to specify these dialectics between constraints and demands in social and public debates, this paper first gives a sketchy picture of the relation between values, norms and social emotions. The result of the analyses (of the debates) is that we need to take into account some dead-ends of the interaction, the ones related to unsatisfied demands, because in order to enforce norms, we need to take into account the frustration of other values.

In order to take into account the social and emotional context of a debate, we have to look beyond the end of the debate, and to extend the reflection about unaccomplished proposals, in parallel with the execution of the decided project. This requires taking as constraints some attachments to other values (some demands).

INTRODUCTION
According to Habermas (1981), argumentative rationality goes beyond the limits of deductive and instrumental rationality. The closure of the deductive rationality is replaced by the openness of the principle of universalization. The requirement that a democratic debate has to be open to any people that it concerns is not simply a rule of procedure. Universalization is not a constraint but a demand. By contrast, deductive closure is a kind of constraint: if you want to select the propositions...
that are related to logical operations and if your demand is that your logical system is complete, you need to satisfy the closure constraint. A constraint (which can be conditional to a demand) has to be entirely satisfied while we can only hope to satisfy the requirements of a demand inasmuch as possible.

Conversational rationality has to be confronted to the human reality of the debates, in which the constraints of the human psychology and the social demands are mixed. We have not only to take into account all the interests, motivations and demands of the concerned persons, as well as the arguments, counter-arguments, counter-counter-arguments and the ways for deciding which argument is the winner. We have also to take care of the emotions raised by the debate, the intensity of the will to defend some value to which a person identifies her quest, the need to show how attached she is to this value – a way of showing both that this value is deeply entrenched and that other people have to recognise her as a real supporter of this value, the desire of being socially recognised in the debate, the resentment against people that are better debaters than her and seem (unjustly in her opinion) to dominate the debate while their values are not so high than yours, and so on and so forth.

In Habermas’ vocabulary, emotions belong to the domain of expressive rationality, values to the domain of conversational rationality, interests to the domain of instrumental rationality, and manoeuvre for being socially recognised to strategic rationality (related to instrumental one). This division makes difficult to analyse the impact of emotions as constraints on the argumentation, since “constraints” are supposed to pertain to the domain of instrumentality, as interests are. It is difficult to say whether the expression of values – in social recognition- is a strategic manoeuvre or a way of showing that one is sensible to the conversational rationality. One can suppose that concrete situations mix the different dimensions of rationality, but their division does not make one able to say by which ways, neither which requirements ways of mixing dimensions of rationality are submitted to. Habermas assumes that conversational rationality integrates the others as it is the dominant one, but this kind of hierarchical integration is idealistic and simply stipulated, not analysed in the details of its operations.

In what follows we suggest that constraints and demands are themselves mixed and that there are requirements on their articulation. One could say that there are constraints and demands on the relations between constraints and demands. The advantage of such a perspective is that, as we consider directly the relations between constraints and demands, we have no difficulty to extend the results of our examination in one dimension of rationality in order to analyse the articulations between the different dimensions of rationality. Some of the constraints of one dimension are also constraints on the realization of the requirements of demands of another dimension and conversely the demands of this other dimension can impose some constraints on the demands of the first dimension or on another one. For example, strategic aims can impose constraints on the authenticity related to the expressive domain, and ethical values can impose constraints on the choice of means of the instrumental and strategic rationality. In our real life, not only constraints in a domain can impose demands onto another domain but also demands in one dimension become constraints for another one, constraints for the accomplishment of the combination of the demands of the two domains. Each domain has not only its own constraints and demands, but also its constraints on the demands of another domain and is submitted to the constraints related to the demands of other domains. These mutual constraints and demands make very difficult and even impossible to fully satisfy the demands of one particular dimension. Not only these mutual constraints are mutual limits for each dimension of rationality but also the mutuality of these constraints can be considered as a limit of rationality taken globally.